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Zirconia Bridges are Strong and Beautiful

Recent advances in computer-generated CAD/CAM
designed restorations and advances in high strength
Zirconia provide us with the ability to create strong,
beautiful and highly accurate bridges in a fraction of
the time of traditional bridges. These bridges are metal
free and computer milled from a solid block of Zirconia,
resulting in a durable, chip resistant restoration with a
natural translucence and superior fit.
Best of all, a Zirconia Bridge is only $1,025 per unit.
Ask your dentist if a high strength Zirconia Bridge is the
right choice for you.

Smile and Get Noticed!

Your smile is often what people notice first. Maintaining
your smile affects the way you look and feel about yourself.
Having your teeth cleaned and professionally whitened is an
easy way to maintain a healthy smile and to catch any potential problems early.
If you have a tooth that’s broken, weak or badly shaped,
a crown may be the answer to restore your smile. A crown
can make your tooth stronger and improve your appearance.
Crowns can also cover teeth that are discolored or badly
shaped. Our Basic Crown is only $625.
If you’re missing one or more teeth, a bridge might be the
answer for you. Bridges can alleviate the stress in your bite
by replacing missing teeth. They can also help improve your
appearance by maintaining the shape of your face. Our Basic
Bridge is only $625 per unit.
See our complete line of affordable crowns and bridges
at our website at www.MidAmericaDental.com or call us at
417-466-7196 or 800-354-1905 for more information and to
schedule your appointment.

We’re Consolidating
All Our Patient Care

We’re consolidating all
our patient care to the
Mid-America Dental &
Hearing Center - Highway
(1050 W. Hayward Drive)
location to better serve
you.
Our Mid-America Denal
& Hearing Center - Loop
(558 E. Mt. Vernon Blvd.)
location is temporally
closed.
Currently, we are only
seeing patients at the
1050 W. Hayward Drive
location.

Like us on Facebook or at Hablamos
www.MidAmericaDental.com and Para más información o agendar una
click on our Facebook link cita, contactenos al 1-800-354-1905
o 1-800-372-4554.
in the right column.
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Flexible Partials Are A Popular Option

A Beautiful Smile
with Dental Implants

Our Flexible Partials are
a popular option among our
patients. Flexible Partials are
made with Duraflex, a revolutionary new thermoplastic,
which makes them extremely
durable; yet lightweight, thin
and flexible with a minimal risk
of breakage.
Because they are custom
fitted to your mouth in our inhouse lab, Flexible Partials offer a comfortable fit and feel. They
are also completely metal free, giving a translucent, natural look
that virtually disappears in the mouth!
Premium Flexible Partials are only $1,150 per arch, and comes
with a 5 year warranty and incudes 6 months routine post delivery care that covers all adjustments, relines, rebase and repairs
if required. Best of all, you can receive your new Flexible Partial
usually in 3 days. Ask your dentist at your next visit if Flexible
Partials are the right choice for you.
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Dr. Collins & Associates are Missouri licensed General Dentists. They are not licensed in
Missouri as specialists in the advertised dental specialty of Prosthetics, Orthodontics or Oral
Surgery. Implants are a specialty area not recognized by the ADA that require no specific
training to advertise this service.
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A Beautiful New Smile with Dental Implants

Let us give you a beautiful new smile by
replacing missing teeth with dental implants
and crowns. Implants can be used to replace
one or several missing teeth.
With our new 3D CT X-Ray scans, used in
conjunction with modern CAD/CAM technology, your Doctor is now able to determine the
precise position of an implant prior to the start
of treatment.
A surgical guide is then created to ensure the
treatment follows the exact digital plan. This
superior level of accuracy helps provide a successful long term restoration.
Implants are only $1,495 each. A Premium Crown
attached to the implant can be precisely milled for a
precise fit and is only $1,045. Call us at 800-354-1905
or 417-466-7196 to schedule your next appointment.

Schedule Your Fall Family Checkups Today
Let us help keep your family’s smile healthy and
beautiful this fall. We offer general dentistry for the
entire family, ages four and up! Our services include
annual checkups, x-rays, fillings, extractions, cleanings, whitening and more; all at affordable rates to fit
your budget. New patients welcome.
We accept Delta Dental, Metlife, Guardian and
over 200 other dental insurance carrier. If you need
a little extra help with financing your visit, we also
accept Care Credit financing. Call us and schedule
your family’s checkups today.

General Dentistry

Dental Centers
Dr. Collins & Associates

www.MidAmericaDental.com

Located at:

Mid-America Dental &
Hearing Center-Highway
1050 W. Hayward Dr. (I-44 at Exit 44)
Mt. Vernon, MO 65712
(800) 354-1905 (417) 466-7196

Mid-America Dental &
Hearing Center-Loop
558 E. Mt. Vernon Blvd. (I-44 at Exit 46)
Mt. Vernon, MO 65712
(800) 372-4554 (417) 466-4554

